18 Offers in English

1 Introduction

Offers in English have been analysed from various perspectives and using a range of data sources. Studies using corpora as a database include Aijmer (1996), Barron (2011, 2017a), Leech (2014) and Schneider (2003). However, with few exceptions, these studies, some of which focus on a range of speech acts above and beyond offers, do not provide systematic information on the distribution of offer types, strategies or modification in the corpora analysed. In addition, there are no studies on offers using corpus data or other which systematically look at offer types and/ or at realisations of offer strategies and modification by offer type.

The present article, an analysis of offers in private face-to-face conversations in British English, is designed to meet these research gaps. It takes naturally-occurring data from the private face-to-face conversations of the British component of the International Corpus of English (ICE-GB) as its database and systematically investigates how offers are realised in these private conversations, what types of offers (e.g. hospitable offers, offers of assistance) occur and whether correlations exist between offer type and offer strategy, where strategies are understood as various options available to realise an offer (e.g. question desire strategy realised via conventionalised patterns such as Do you want NP?). Furthermore, the relationship between offer type and any pos-politeness and neg-politeness modification strategies employed is investigated. Specifically, the paper addresses the following research questions:

a) What offer types are found in private face-to-face conversation in ICE-GB?
b) Are there any correlations between offer type and offer strategy in private face-to-face conversation in ICE-GB?
c) Are there any correlations between offer type and offer modification (pos-politeness strategies, neg-politeness strategies) in private face-to-face conversation in ICE-GB?

The research adds to the limited scholarship on offers in English. In addition, by addressing the use of the speech act of offers in corpus data, the study also adds to speech act research in corpus pragmatics, an area of research which is still very much in its infancy.

The paper opens with a brief description of the speech act of offers (section 2.1) and an overview of research on offers (section 2.2). Attention then turns to issues of data and method (section 3), including a discussion of offer retrieval...
procedures (section 3.1) and the data source (section 3.2). The empirical analysis of offers in ICE-GB follows (section 4), and the paper concludes with a discussion and suggestions for further research.

2 Characterising offers

We begin with a characterisation of offers in section 2.1, and turn then to a brief overview of research on offers to date in section 2.2.

2.1 The blurred nature of offers

Offers represent commitments by a speaker (S) to carry out a future course of action (A). They have, thus, been categorised as commissives (Searle 1976: 11; Edmondson and House 1981: 49). At the same time, they involve attempts by S to get H to declare him/herself able and willing to engage in the proposed action A (Searle’s directives) and so, given this dual nature, have been proposed to belong to the group of commissive directives, a hybrid category proposed by Hancher (1979) to deal with such speech acts which combine directive with commissive illocutionary force equally. Other researchers, however, have rejected the idea that the members of the commissive-directives category share commissive or directive illocutionary force to the same degree. Rather, a continuum of speech acts between the two poles of prototypically commissive and prototypically directive has been proposed by Pérez Hernández (2001: 78), with offers seen as closer to the commissive end of the continuum. Apart from being commissive and directive in nature, offers also involve a conditional component since the execution of an offer is always conditional on the reaction of H in which he/she indicates in some way whether he/she wishes S to carry out the deed in question A or not (Wunderlich 1977: 43).

These three components of offers, the conditional, the commissive and the directive nature of offers, are reflected in the types of overriding strategies through which offers are conventionally realised, namely, preference, execution and directive strategies (Schneider 2003: 183–185 on hospitable offers). Preference strategies, such as Would you like some scotch?, point to the fact that the action of offering is conditional on the will or preference of the hearer. Execution strategies, such as Can I get you a drink?, on the other hand, underline the role of S in carrying out A and so reflect the commissive nature of offers. Finally, offers, given their part directive nature, may also be realised using what are typically directive forms (e.g. via an imperative, such as Have a drink) (Schneider 2003: 183; cf. also Leech 2014: 68, 92). Within these overriding strategy types we find a
wide range of subordinate offer strategies. Table 1 lists those subordinate strategies identified in the present study of ICE-GB. It also includes details of those conventionalised patterns realising each strategy in ICE-GB (cf. Barron 2005 and Barron 2017a for further details of these strategies).

Table 1. Offer strategies and conventionalised patterns in ICE-GB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Conventionalised pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. PREFERENCE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Grammatically elliptical</td>
<td>NP?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NP for everyone?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Question future act of hearer</td>
<td>Will you have NP?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Are you going to have NP?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What are you having?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Are you having NP?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Question desire</td>
<td>Do you want NP?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Do you want VP?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You don’t want NP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Question need</td>
<td>Need NP?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Question wish</td>
<td>Would you like NP?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If anyone would like NP?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Would anybody like VP?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What would you like?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. EXECUTION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Question future act of speaker</td>
<td>Shall I VP?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. State speaker ability</td>
<td>I can VP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I could VP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. State speaker desire</td>
<td>I want to VP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. State speaker obligation</td>
<td>I better VP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. State speaker willingness</td>
<td>I don’t mind if S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. DIRECTIVE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Imperative</td>
<td>VP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You VP (e.g. you try NP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. State permission</td>
<td>You can VP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Suggestory formulae¹</td>
<td>Why don’t you VP?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If ..., let’s just VP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. OTHER</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Hint</td>
<td>There is NP (e.g. There’s grapefruit juice as well ...)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ In Barron (2005: 152), suggestory formulae were coded as preference strategies given that the realisations recorded were of the form how about NP? and thus consult H on his/her preferences. However, all of the suggestory formulae in the present corpus are of a directive nature, formally taking rather forms closely related to directives, such as suggestions or requests (Why don’t you VP?, Let’s VP) (cf. also Leech 2014: 138).
In Brown and Levinson’s (1978, 1987) terms, the act of offering enhances H’s positive face, i.e. their need to be accepted and liked by others, given that S is offering to do something for H and given that – in the case of a correct guess – s/he shows familiarity with H’s needs (cf. also Leech 2014: 110). In addition, the act of offering enhances S’s positive face as H is likely to look more favourably on S (cf. also Leech 2014: 110). However, at the same time, S, in offering, threatens his/her own negative face by reducing his/her own freedom of action in committing himself/herself to the action A. Also, if S offers a future act which is not welcomed by H, this may threaten H’s positive face and indeed the act of second-guessing H’s needs may threaten H’s negative face. Finally, should the proposed act not be accepted by H, S’s positive face may be threatened (although the threat is minimised given that offers are conditional speech acts; cf. Wierzbicka 1987: 96).

Building on Brown and Levinson (1978, 1987), Leech (2014: 11–13) identifies pos-politeness (positive-politeness) strategies which are employed to enhance H’s face and neg-politeness (negative-politeness) strategies which mitigate a potential face-threat. Offers themselves, like invitations or compliments, are an instance of pos-politeness, as they enhance the H’s face (cf. above). Since pos-politeness is scalar, the positive value of such acts can be strengthened and made more difficult to refuse. Thus, an offer of cake, might be enhanced with pos-politeness by expressing it using an emphatic imperative such as *do have some cake*. Also, the use of grounders, i.e. reasons why an offer should be accepted, may be used to strengthen illocutionary force, as seen in the addition of *You’ve had plenty of veggies* in the offer *Uhm <,> you can break into the pears if you want to or have a piece of choccy. You’ve had plenty of veggies* (ICE-GB, s1a-023). Using pos-politeness, “we magnify or strengthen the expression of (positive) value” (Leech 2014: 12, original emphasis). Neg-politeness, on the other hand, “diminish[es] or soften[s] the expression of (negative) value in the transaction” (Leech 2014: 12, original emphasis). It functions to minimise potential offense and is used, for instance, when S is not completely certain if his/her offer is of value to H (cf. Leech 2014: 183). In the latter example, the explicit conditional *if you want* highlights, for instance, that it is H who decides on whether the act is carried out or not, paying heed to his/her negative face. This example also shows clearly that pos-politeness and neg-politeness may co-occur.

---

2 Leech’s (2014) pos-politeness and neg-politeness strategies differ from the positive and negative strategies put forward by Brown and Levinson (1987) in a number of ways. Leech’s concept does not, for instance, include strategies employed merely to reduce social distance and not to enhance H’s face. The use of elliptical forms, such as *orange juice?* (ICE-GB, s1a-046), is an example (cf. also footnote 9).
Finally, from a sequential perspective, offers form the first pair part of offer-acceptance/refusal adjacency pairs, with refusals the dispreferred second pair part. From a discourse analytical perspective, we differentiate between initiative offers and reoffers. Initiative offers are defined as the first move in an initial or subsequent offer exchange (Schneider 2000: 295) where subsequent offer exchanges involve offers following an initial offer. Initiative offers in such latter exchanges frequently include the word another in hospitable offers (Schneider 2003: 189). Reoffers, on the other hand, are “further attempts on the part of the speaker to reiterate a particular initiative offer within one offer sequence” (Barron 2003: 127). They follow an initial refusal and when realised ritually frequently take the form of are you sure? The present analysis focuses exclusively on initiative offers (cf. section 3).

2.2 Offers in English

Relative to speech acts, such as requests, offers reveal a dearth of research. Nonetheless, offers in English have been analysed from various perspectives. Research on English native speaker (NS) offer realisations includes scholarship by Aijmer (1996), Curl (2006), Davidson (1984, 1990), Edmondson and House (1981: 136–137), Leech (2014: 180–186), Schneider (2003: 181–193) and also by Wierzbicka (1985), the latter on Australian English offers. In addition, research has been conducted on offers across the varieties of English within the context of variational pragmatics. In line with the principle of contrastivity in variational pragmatics (cf. Barron and Schneider 2009; Schneider 2010: 252), such analyses involve contrasts across two or more varieties of English, one of these frequently being British English given its status as the standard variety/one of the standard varieties taught around the world (cf. Seargeant 2012). Variational pragmatic analyses on offers include those by Barron (2005, 2011, 2017a). Finally, research on offers within the context of cross-cultural/intercultural research has frequently compared offers in English with offers in other languages. Such studies include for English/Arabic Alaoui (2011) and Grainger et al. (2015), for English/Chinese Yongbing (1998), for English/German Barron (2003), for English/Greek Sifianou (1992) and for English/Japanese Fukushima and Iwata (1987).

Research on offers has employed a range of data types, among these role-play data (Edmondson and House 1981), fictional material (Schneider 2003), naturally-occurring data (Curl 2006; Davidson 1984, 1990; Sifianou 1992), intuitive/observational data (Alaoui 2011; Sifianou 1992; Wierzbicka 1987; Yongbing 1998) and production questionnaire data (Barron 2003, 2005; Fukushima and Iwata 1987). Studies based on corpus data include those by Barron (2011, 2017a),
using data taken from the British and Irish components of the International Corpus of English (ICE). In addition, Leech’s (2014) description of offers is based on data taken from the British National Corpus (BNC) and the Longman Corpus of Spoken American English (LCAE). Aijmer’s (1996) description is based on data from the London-Lund Corpus of Spoken English (LLC), and Schneider’s (2003) description of diminutive use in offers from the LLC and two further smaller corpora of everyday interactions (cf. Schneider 2003: 73). With its focus on investigating the distribution of offer types, strategies and modification in ICE-GB, the present analysis of offers in ICE-GB adds to the studies in corpus pragmatics and in particular to the corpus studies of offers in British English. We turn now to the methodological details.

3 Analysing offers in ICE-GB

The present study of offers in ICE-GB focuses on realisations of initiative offers, that is, of offers which form the first move in an initial or subsequent offer exchange (cf. section 2.1).\(^3\) This definition thus excludes reoffers, pre-offers (involving, e.g., checks via requests for information that the preparatory conditions for realisation of an offer prevail), and also offers issued by offerees themselves in the context of negotiating an initiative offer.\(^4\)

3.1 Offer retrieval in corpus-data

Given the lack of speech act annotation in ICE-GB, a difficulty of many present-day corpora (cf. Rühlemann and Aijmer 2014), the present analysis used an electronic form-based search of formulaic patterns or functional lexical segments. The search strings employed were based on previous research on offers by Barron (2005), and also by Searle (1975), Schiffrin (1994), Aijmer (1996) and Leech (2014: 180–186). They included the performative verb *offer*, conventionalised realisation patterns of offer strategies drawn from the literature (cf. Table 1 above for examples), frequent modification used in offers (if you want, if you wish).

---

\(^3\) It should be noted that the definition of initiative offers includes offers addressed to individuals who have already received a previous general offer.

\(^4\) An example of such an offer issued by an offeree in the context of offer negotiation is seen in s1a-045 in ICE-GB. In this transcript, an offer to use a particular book (*Would you like me to use your this book or...*) is refused with another offer (*Let’s use my book <,,> because then you don't you can still use yours ...*). Such offers are not included in the analysis as these are categorised as refusals in the first instance.
common linguistic features (for you, for everyone, anyone, anybody), reoffer formulae (e.g. are you sure?, I insist), and routine responses to offers, such as thanks or please. Topic-oriented searches (e.g. coffee, tea) were also conducted and editorial comments were searched for comments such as offered tea. In addition, imperative forms were searched for via a POS-tagger. All forms were combined with several wildcards, symbols used to represent any one (or more) character or word, in order to minimise the possibility of not retrieving offers due to the presence of features, such as self-repair, false starts, filled hesitations or other speech related phenomenon (cf. Jucker 2009: 1623). Nonetheless, it is clear that recall errors are still possible as the forms and phrases guiding the research do not necessarily account for the full range of linguistic forms for making offers. In addition, elliptical offers taking the form of noun phrases (e.g. wine?), indirect non-conventionalised offers or non-verbal offers could not be searched for directly, but rather had to rely on topic-oriented searches or searches for routine responses to potentially elicit such forms (cf. Barron 2017a for an extensive discussion of the limitations of form-based functional analysis; cf. also Garcia McAllister 2015: 29).

In production questionnaire analysis, the elicited speech act is easily controlled via the situational description which provides implicit or explicit clues as to the speech act required and also via dialogue initiations and/or a hearer responses, the latter of which signal uptake (cf. Barron 2017b; Grainger and Harris 2007: 2–3). In corpus research on speech act realisations, on the other hand, situational information is frequently missing. This difficulty as well as the general difficulty of a lack of form-function equivalence in speech act realisations and also the overlap between offers and further speech acts, such as undertakings, invitations, promises and requests, makes offer identification difficult.\(^5\) Given such obstacles, it was necessary to pay a high level of attention to the identification of offers from the concordance lines returned to ensure that the realisations at hand represented realisations of offers. To realise this aim, three broad criteria were developed and used to disambiguate an utterance’s illocution and to identify offers, namely the propositional content, the context of use and hearer uptake (cf. Barron 2017a for further details). Of these, uptake was taken as an obligatory criterion (cf. Sidnell 2009). As such, the analysis captures the pragmatic effect of a particular utterance on the dialogue rather than focusing exclusively on a speaker’s intention. Any unclear cases were excluded from the analysis.

\(^5\) Offers border on suggestions but differ from these in that offers benefit the hearer, but not clearly the speaker. They also border on invitations as both are conditional with a potential cost to S and a benefit to H. However, invitations generally deal with future participation in or attendance at a particular occasion, such as a party, hosted by the S (e.g. Garcia 1999, 2008).
3.2 ICE-GB as a data source

The data for the present study were drawn from the British component of the International Corpus of English. The data were gathered in the early 1990s and compiled at the Survey of English Usage (SEU), University College London. The speakers of the British component of the ICE were born in England, Scotland or Wales except for a minority of cases where the informants were born elsewhere but moved to Britain early in life (cf. UCL Survey of English Usage). In addition, a limited number of speakers were exposed to continued influence from other cultures via a parent with a different mother tongue (e.g. a speaker with a Spanish father and a mother who was a gipsy). These minority cases were excluded from the present analysis. All speakers are educated speakers of English over the age of 18, where educated is defined as having at least a high school education.

The present analysis focuses on a sub-section of the overall ICE-GB corpus, namely the genre of private spoken face-to-face conversations. In total, 90 such texts exist. However, a close inspection of the data revealed that the face-to-face conversations of the British component involved a mixture of conversations of an official (e.g. interviews, service interactions) and non-official nature. In the present context, only non-official conversations were analysed. The British sub-corpus, thus, amounted to 57 texts (116,179 words) of a potential total 90 texts.

4 Offers in ICE-GB

4.1 Offer types in ICE-GB

The present analysis revealed four offer types to be present in ICE-GB, the first three of which have previously been identified in offer research. The four types include:

4.1.1 Hospitable offers

Hospitable offers have been described by Schneider (2003: 182) as being situation-specific. They are generally realised in “social gatherings such as dinners, receptions, parties” in which the role of host/hostess and guest is predefined and hosts are responsible for looking after their guests. Such offers are issued by hosts and include in the present context offers of food, drink and cigarettes and also offers to use the bathroom. They are also found in the context of the home. An example of an hospitable offer is seen in the offer of gravy in (1).
(1) ICE-GB:S1A-012
D:  Uh who hasn’t got some gravy
D:  Have some gravy Rob <>
A:  Cheers <,,>

4.1.2 Offers of assistance

In contrast to hospitable offers, offers of assistance are situation-independent, occurring in a wide range of situations among friends, family, acquaintances, colleagues and strangers. They are defined as offers in which speakers offer to do something for H which they believe is of benefit to H. This future act may be, as Schneider (2003: 181) states, something which “in the speakers’ view, may cause the hearer difficulty or inconvenience” (cf. examples (2) and (3) below, the former an offer to tape someone unable to do it themselves; the latter an offer to cancel a previous appointment due to potential time constraints). Offers of assistance may, however, also be acts of assistance which are costly to S which S believes to be potentially beneficial to H without necessarily causing him/her difficulty. Example (4), an offer to go sight seeing with A, is a case in point.6

(2) ICE-GB:S1A-042 #1277
C:  Have you got his album
B:  Yeah
C:  I’d really love to tape it from you if you if you didn’t mind
B:  Yeah
B:  If you give me a tape I’ve got a tape to tape and I can run it off
C:  Oh great that’d be
C:  Well
C:  I mean
C:  cos a actually thinking about it I’ve not got a uh record player or anything
C:  So yeah
C:  <unclear-word>

6 Despite having much in common with invitations, (3) is not classified as an invitation because it does not deal with potential attendance at a particular occasion hosted by S. (e.g. Garcia 1999, 2008) (cf. also footnote 5).

7 In (2), the offer to tape something is issued in response to a request for help in C carrying out the act of taping (I’d really love to tape it from you if you if you didn’t mind) (cf. also Sidnell 2009: 218 on the presence of descriptions of speaker-trouble preceding offers).
B: You can make tunes from it
C: Oh good <,,>

(3) ICE-GB:S1A-048
C: So Sunday Monday keep free cos that Sunday’s dinner with you <,,>
at your mum’s
C: <unclear-word> <unclear-word>
A: Yeah
A: Listen
A: If you want to put that off honestly I don’t mind
C: No I don’t no cos you know
A: Yeah what about Rosie
A: I mean you cos you haven’t got much time over here
B: No listen I I ……………………………

(4) ICE-GB:S1A-045:
B: I was wondering <,,>
B: would you like to do some sight singing
A: Mm
A: Yes
A: I’d love to

4.1.3 Gift offers

Hua, Wei, and Yuan (2000) examine gift offers in the Chinese context. They identify two functions of this offer type, a) to express friendship and b) to coerce a person into indebtedness in the context of bribery (2000: 84). Gift offers in the present corpus occur in informal situations, such as in (5), where B offers A a gift of a Labour poster (one stands for the poster mentioned), and also include gift offers of clothes or of jewellery. No offers were recorded in the context of gift-bringing on social occasions, such as birthdays or weddings (cf. Hua, Wei, and Yuan 1998, 2000).

(5) ICE-GB:S1A-069:
B: You can have one <unclear-words>
A: Thank you

Added to the above three offer types previously identified in the literature were offers of verbal goods identified in the present analysis.
4.1.4 Offers of verbal goods

Offers of verbal goods include offers to tell a joke as in (6). Such offers receive a response but the response may potentially be viewed as insincere and ironic (*Oh God no come on*), and the joke simply told regardless (*Why does it take ten women with P M T to change a light bulb*).

(6) ICE-GB:S1A-041:

B: I said did you hear my joke
B: Do you want to hear my joke
A: Oh God no
A: Come on <,>
B: Why does it take ten women with P M T to change a light bulb

Frequency-wise, most offers in the corpus were hospitable offers (55.9%) as seen in Figure 1. These were followed by offers of assistance (33.9%). Section 4.2 investigates correlations between offer types, strategies and modification. It is this analysis to which we now turn.

4.2 Offer types, offer strategies and offer modification in ICE-GB

An in-depth analysis of offer type and offer strategy reveals some interesting correlations. These are shown in Table 2 where we see a clear preference for hospitality offers to be realised using a preference strategy (p=0.000, Fisher’s exact test), with 78.8% of all hospitable offers realised using this strategy type. Directive strategies are another option (18.2%) but execution strategies are not used
at all in realising this offer type. In contrast, offers of assistance are realised predominantly via an execution strategy, 85% (17) of this offer type making use of these strategies (p=0.000, Fisher’s exact test). On the level of the subordinate strategies, a *state speaker ability* strategy is preferred in offers of assistance (45%) (p=0.000, Fisher’s exact test) as well as a *question future act of speaker* strategy (25%) (p=0.005, Fisher’s exact test).

Table 2. Offer strategy type and offer strategies across hospitable offers and offers of assistance in ICE-GB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hospitable offers (n=33)</th>
<th>Offers of assistance (n=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grammatically elliptical</td>
<td>15.2% (5)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question future act of hearer</td>
<td>18.2% (6)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question desire</td>
<td>21.2% (7)</td>
<td>5% (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question need</td>
<td>3.0% (1)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question wish</td>
<td>21.2% (7)</td>
<td>10% (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL PREFERENCE</td>
<td>78.8% (26)</td>
<td>15% (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question future act of speaker</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>25% (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State speaker ability</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>45% (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State speaker desire</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5% (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State speaker obligation</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5% (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State speaker willingness</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5% (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL EXECUTION</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>85% (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperative</td>
<td>9.1% (3)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State permission</td>
<td>3.0% (1)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggestory formulae</td>
<td>6.1% (2)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL DIRECTIVE</td>
<td>18.2% (6)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hint</td>
<td>3.0% (1)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL OTHER</td>
<td>3.0% (1)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Turning now to offer modification, the use of modification devices to mitigate or intensify its force. From the point of view of politeness, offers enhance H’s positive face (cf. section 2.1). Thus, pos-politeness modification strategies may be used to increase or intensify the force of such offers. On the other hand, given possible threats to S’s and H’s particular face wants (cf. also section 2.1), neg-politeness strategies may be employed to mitigate force. In addition, combinations of pos-politeness and neg-politeness may occur within one initiative offer (as seen in Table 3 by the fact that the pos-politeness or neg-politeness figures do not equal the sum of pos-politeness and neg-politeness alone).
Table 3. Pos-politeness and neg-politeness strategies employed across hospitable offers and offers of assistance in ICE-GB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hospitable offers (n=33)</th>
<th>Offers of assistance (n=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pos-politeness</td>
<td>24.2% (8)</td>
<td>45% (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neg-politeness</td>
<td>33.3% (11)</td>
<td>65% (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pos-politeness or neg-politeness</td>
<td>48.5% (16)</td>
<td>85% (17)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows the use of pos-politeness and neg-politeness modification strategies with hospitable offers and offers of assistance in the corpus at hand. Despite the differences on the level of the strategy type highlighted above, both pos-politeness and neg-politeness alone or in combination with each other are used with both of these main offer types. Offers of assistance do, however, show a higher use of negative politeness (65% [13] vs. 33.3% [11] for hospitable offers [Fisher’s exact test, p=0.045]). In addition, the overall investment in politeness is greater in these offers of assistance, with the vast majority of offers (85% compared to 48.5% for hospitable offers) using either pos-politeness or neg-politeness in offer realisations (Fisher’s exact test, p=0.009).

Table 4 summarises the individual types of pos-politeness and neg-politeness employed in these offers with examples. Neg-politeness types include conditional clauses (also termed explicit conditionals) (Aijmer 1996: 191; Barron 2005: 161; Brown and Levinson 1987: 72), conditionals (cf. Leech 2014: 183 on the hypothetical past tense serving to distance the offer from reality and thus represent a tentative formulation), impersonal constructions, lexical downtoners, subjectivisers (Leech 2014: 183), consultative devices, hesitation/restarters and clarifications of the optionality of offers. Pos-politeness types, designed to underline or increase the positive force of offers, include grounders (Aijmer 1996: 191; Barron 2005: 164–165; Brown and Levinson 1987: 128), repetition of the offer, lexical upgrading, negation (Leech 2014: 182), understaters/ diminutives (Eshreteh 2016: 142; Leech 2014: 185–186), downplaying the offer (both of the latter which downplay the cost of A to S) and the use of tags.

Table 4 also shows the level of use of each pos-politeness and neg-politeness element across offer type. Figures in this table are given as a percentage of the total number of each offer type. However, since combinations of modifiers also occurred, the overall total exceeds 100%. The use of pos-politeness strategies across offer type is broadly similar across offer type without any statistically significant differences with the exception of a slightly significantly higher use...
of repetition in offers of assistance (Fisher's exact test, p=0.049). Within the neg-politeness strategies, conditional clauses, which explicitly underline the conditional nature of offers, are employed to a higher extent in offers of assistance relative to hospitable offers (hospitable: 9.1% vs. assistance: 35%, Fisher’ exact test, p=0.030). The higher use of such conditionals also relates to strategy preferences – in this case the high use of an execution strategy in offers of assistance – given that preference strategies already include explicit reference to the conditional nature of offers, as in Do you want NP? and thus do not frequently include such modification (cf. Barron 2005: 161). Indeed, the only preference strategy with a conditional clause in the database was the offer If anyone would like NP?

Table 4. Pos-politeness and neg-politeness types employed across hospitable and offers of assistance in ICE-GB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neg-politeness</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Hospitable offers (n=33)</th>
<th>Offers of assistance (n=20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conditional clauses</td>
<td><em>I can I can dig the stuff out on it if if there's any interest</em> (ICE-GB, s1a-012)</td>
<td>9.1% (3)</td>
<td>35% (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td><em>I tell you what I could look out for and that's ...</em> (ICE-GB, s1a-007)</td>
<td>21.2% (7)</td>
<td>25% (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impersonal constructions</td>
<td><em>if anyone would like some ice cream</em> (ICE-GB, s1a-073)</td>
<td>6.1% (2)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical downtoner</td>
<td><em>well I can only have a look</em> (ICE-GB, s1a-046)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5% (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjectiviser</td>
<td><em>so why don’t you have my one cos I think I might nip off shortly</em> (ICE-GB, s1a-042)</td>
<td>3.0% (1)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultative device</td>
<td><em>Do you think you would like to eat?</em> (ICE-GB, s1a-046)</td>
<td>3.0% (1)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hesitation/Re-starts</td>
<td><em>I could uhm get you that other book</em> (ICE-GB, s1a-053)</td>
<td>9.1% (3)</td>
<td>10% (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarify optionality of offer</td>
<td><em>I mean you don’t have to</em> (ICE-GB, s1a-046)</td>
<td>3.0% (1)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned above in section 2.1 (cf. also footnote 2), Leech (2014: 99) does not include claims of common ground or solidarity in his concept of positive politeness arguing that they are employed to underline camaraderie and friendship rather than to enhance face. While it is recognised that these concepts are intricately related, the present overview does not take alerters (external elements to the offer, such as first names, which function to draw the interlocutor’s attention to the offer (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989)), the use of ellipsis or the use of linguistic items designed to underline common context into account. Indeed, the use of alerters may simply function as a deictical element in large groups. For instance, there are a number of occasions of offers in my data where an offer did not receive uptake (and was thus not included in the present corpus) but was rephrased in the same way with the inclusion of an alerter and then followed by uptake (and so included in the present corpus).
5 Conclusion

The analysis reveals ICE-GB to include a range of offer strategies and offer types. The most frequent offer types were hospitable offers followed by offers of assistance. These offer types were found to correlate with different strategy types, and modification types. Most typically, hospitable offers in ICE-GB were realised using a conventionalised preference strategy accompanied on occasion by some modification. These findings support those by Barron (2005) in which preference strategies were also revealed to be prototypical across EngE and IrE in the hospitable offer situation included in the production questionnaire analysis. The prototypical use of hearer-oriented preference strategies with hospitable offers – rather than the more indirect speaker-oriented execution strategies – is suggested to relate to the specific context of hospitable offers in which hosts have the obligation to look after their guests and in which guests are entitled – and in

10 This category may include diminutives, such as little or indeed quantifiers, such as drop (drop of tea) which function as inherent diminutives (cf. Schneider 2003: 190).
some instances – obliged to accept such attention. In other words, in such situations S has a high right to offer. A hearer-oriented strategy is, thus, acceptable.

Offers of assistance in the corpus, in contrast, were realised predominantly using an execution strategy. Similarly, in Barron (2005), execution strategies, particularly the state ability strategy, were prototypical in many non-hospitable situations. Such strategies underline the role of the speaker rather than the hearer and are thus less direct relative to preference strategies. Their use reflects a higher level of negative face-threat in such situations where role relations are less standard. Neg-politeness modification and indeed overall modification is higher in offers of assistance than in the case of hospitable offers, with the vast majority of offers of assistance exhibiting some modification in the form of post-politeness and/ or neg-politeness. Within the neg-politeness strategies, conditional clauses were used to a comparatively large extent.

Further research prospects are many. Given low occurrences of the remaining offer types identified, namely gift offers and offers of verbal goods, strategy/modification correlations could not be carried out. This is an area ripe for future research. Further research desiderata include an analysis of the present data by gender given particularly a female bias (64.4% female; 35.6% male) in the offers identified in the present corpus. Finally, given the present form-focused analysis and the related difficulties of recall mentioned in section 3.1, a line-by-line reading of the transcripts of the corpus focused on identifying offers in context, would also be welcomed. In the British context, audio-recordings are available, which support such an analysis (cf. Garcia McAllister 2015: 32). We look forward to future analyses.

Transcription conventions

<,> short pause
<,,> long pause
<unclear> ... </unclear> unclear speech
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